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ABSTRACT
The Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD)
resources, ranging from genetic and physical maps
to genome-wide analysis tools, reflect the scientific
progress in identifying genes and their functions
over the last decade. As emphasis shifts from identification of the genes to identification of the role of
their gene products in the cell, SGD seeks to provide
its users with annotations that will allow relationships to be made between gene products, both within
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and across species. To
this end, SGD is annotating genes to the Gene
Ontology (GO), a structured representation of biological
knowledge that can be shared across species. The
GO consists of three separate ontologies describing
molecular function, biological process and cellular
component. The goal is to use published information to
associate each characterized S.cerevisiae gene product
with one or more GO terms from each of the three ontologies. To be useful, this must be done in a manner that
allows accurate associations based on experimental
evidence, modifications to GO when necessary, and
careful documentation of the annotations through
evidence codes for given citations. Reaching this goal is
an ongoing process at SGD. For information on the
current progress of GO annotations at SGD and other
participating databases, as well as a description of each
of the three ontologies, please visit the GO Consortium
page at http://www.geneontology.org. SGD gene associations to GO can be found by visiting our site at http://
genome-www.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/.
ANNOTATION GOALS AND GUIDELINES
The Saccharomyces Genome Database’s (SGD’s) (1–5) goal
of annotating yeast genes to Gene Ontology (GO) (6,7) is to
provide users with accurate information about the roles of gene
products in the cell and their relationship to other gene products in yeast and other organisms. The availability of published

experimental data for Saccharomyces cerevisiae as a model
organism, and the participation of other organism databases
(currently Drosophila melanogaster, Mus musculus, Arabidopsis
thaliana, Caenorhabditis elegans, Schizosaccharomyces
pombe, Dictyostelium discoideum and Plasmodium falciparum
and other parasites) and organizations [InterPro, SWISS-PROT,
TrEMBL (8–10) and Compugen] in GO development and annotation make this possible. Complete annotation of S.cerevisiae
genes to GO will allow users to find all genes, including those
across species, which share the same (or related) annotation(s)
for function, process and component.
GO consists of three ontologies, representing the fundamental
aspects of gene products: molecular function, biological
process and cellular component. Each ontology is structured
such that specific terms are considered children of more broad
terms. For instance, when describing localization, the cellular
component term ‘nucleus’ may be considered more general
than ‘chromosome’. If a gene product is annotated to the
cellular component term ‘chromosome’, then it is also implicitly
annotated to ‘nucleus’, by virtue of the parent–child relationship
between these GO terms. To appropriately model biological
data, the structure allows for many-to-many relationships, such
that nodes within the structure, representing individual biological
concepts, may have many parents and many children, each
connected by their relationship to one another (6). For
instance, the process of ‘DNA ligation’ has parent terms of
‘DNA recombination’, ‘DNA repair’ and ‘DNA-dependent
DNA replication’, as it is required for all of these processes.
Gene products may be annotated to as many GO terms as
needed, at the most specific levels possible, to reflect the
current state of our understanding. Implicit to the integrity of
this structure, all relationships between nodes must be true.
The structure of GO allows relationships to be made between
genes that share related as well as identical GO terms by
exploring the surrounding GO structure. Another important
clarification is that, while SGD GO associations are made
between the gene/ORF and GO terms in the database, curators
are actually annotating the gene product (rather than the gene
itself) to the appropriate function, process or component
term(s).
With these goals and considerations in mind, SGD curators
annotate gene products to GO using the following guidelines:
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Figure 1. GO display on the locus page at SGD. All existing GO terms to which a gene product has been annotated are listed on the gene product’s locus page.
Clicking on an individual GO term gives a list of all other S.cerevisiae loci which are associated with the GO term, along with the published references and
corresponding evidence codes used to make the associations. Clicking on ‘ASH1 GO evidence and references’ results in a more detailed page that provides the
references and evidence codes for each ASH1 annotation (Fig. 2).

(i) whenever possible, associations are made based on information
obtained from published literature, (ii) associations are made to
the most specific terms contained within the ontologies, (iii) each
annotation requires a GO evidence code, and (iv) each annotation
is associated with a literature citation. The third and fourth
guidelines can be used to evaluate the confidence level of the
association.

by curators or electronic annotation (see below) will utilize the
appropriate ‘unknown’ GO term(s). Either lack of evidence in
the published literature, as determined by an SGD curator, or a
statement from an author that specific information about a
gene is unknown suggests the use of the appropriate
‘unknown’ GO term.
EVIDENCE CODES

CREATING GO ASSOCIATIONS
In the process of annotating genes to the Gene Ontology, SGD
curators read published literature to capture information about
a gene product’s function(s), its role in biological process(es)
and/or its cellular component(s). In cases where a gene product
has a large amount of information associated with it, a review
may serve as the primary source for information. The information
found may be very general (e.g. overall process in which a
gene is involved) or very specific (identification of the specific
activity of a gene product). The next step is to browse ontologies
to determine if there is an appropriate GO term (or terms)
whose definition matches the information published for the
gene. In many cases, an appropriate term exists. However, this
process may also result in the suggestion for the modification
of the GO structure and, in certain cases, for a localized
restructuring of the existing ontology. In keeping with the
philosophy of GO, it is possible to annotate a gene to more than
one node within a specific ontology, thereby reflecting its
multiple functions, roles or locations within the cell.
In addition to knowing the actual function, process or
cellular component for a gene, it is also useful to know when a
gene and/or its literature has been analyzed and no relevant
information is found. For this purpose, the GO terms
‘molecular_function unknown’, ‘biological_process unknown’
and ‘cellular_component unknown’ exist. At SGD, these terms
are used to distinguish between genes that have not yet been
annotated, and those that have been checked for known
functions and roles within the cell but no relevant information
was found. Thus, before a gene has been investigated by
curators with respect to GO, it will not have an associated GO
annotation, whereas genes that have been investigated either

As mentioned, evidence codes are integral to annotation of
genes to GO. They themselves serve to annotate the association
between the gene product and the GO; that is, they describe the
certainty level of the association based on the evidence used to
make the association. There are nine evidence codes that
describe the type of information used to make the GO association. A list of these evidence codes and their guidelines for use
are linked off the GO site (http://www.geneontology.org).
Generally speaking, the evidence codes allow one to distinguish
whether the association was made based on published information
about mutant phenotype, sequence similarity, physical interaction,
genetic interaction, expression assay or direct assay. In addition,
the Traceable Author Statement (TAS) evidence code is used
for statements made in review articles or books that are referenced
by the author. The Non-traceable Author Statement (NAS)
code is used by SGD for published statements that cannot be
traced to a reference. One common use of NAS is for annotations
to the ‘unknown’ terms when a curator has been unable to find
information for a gene (in this case, SGD is used as a reference).
In SGD, annotations bearing the Inferred from Electronic
Annotation (IEA) evidence code are the only GO associations
in SGD that have not been reviewed by curators, and should
therefore be regarded as approximate annotations. All
currently existing IEA annotations have been assigned based
on mapping previously existing terms in the database to GO
terms. Specifically, all gene associations bearing the IEA
evidence code represent exact matches between a previously
existing term in SGD for a gene and an existing node within the
GO structure. Thus far, there have been only two instances of
IEA mapping at SGD, and both have utilized this conservative
approach. The first involved mapping pre-existing SGD terms
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Figure 2. Evidence code and reference display for locus specific GO annotations. Clicking on ‘ASH1 GO evidence and references’ from the ASH1 locus page
(Fig. 1) returns to a page which lists each GO term and the reference(s) and evidence code(s) used for each ASH1 specific GO association. Links to the SGD,
PubMed and existing full text journal entries for each publication, as well as any associated Comments & Errata, are provided for each supporting reference. Note
that annotation to a single GO term may be supported by more than one reference. In addition, a single reference may offer more than one type of evidence for the
annotation, in which case each evidence code is provided along with a link to its definition and selected examples.

for function and process to the GO molecular function and GO
biological process ontologies. Because of the conservative
approach of requiring exact matches, many of these were
associations to the ‘molecular_function unknown’ and
‘biological_process unknown’ terms. However, 639 gene
products received biological process and molecular function
terms other than ‘unknown’. The second set of IEA associations
were produced by mapping Enzyme Commission (E.C.) terms
that YPD (11–13) had associated with S.cerevisiae gene products
to exact matches in the GO function ontology. This produced
353 new molecular function associations, all of which were
something other than ‘moleuclar_function unknown’.

The evidence codes thus allow users to weigh their confidence
level in the information behind a gene’s annotation to a given
GO term. In keeping with this philosophy, it is possible for a
gene to be annotated to two or more GO terms within different
levels of a single ontology (e.g. to a parent and a child) because
the annotations are made using different types of evidence. In each
case, the appropriate reference is also linked to the annotation.
GO DISPLAY AT SGD
SGD has taken into account the importance of evidence codes
and references in its display of GO information. Any existing
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GO annotations for molecular function, biological process
and/or cellular component for a gene are displayed on its locus
page (Fig. 1). Each GO term is linked to a page that describes
the GO term and lists all the S.cerevisiae loci annotated to that
term, including evidence codes and references. On the locus
page, there is also a prominent link (an example is entitled
‘ASH1 GO evidence and references’ in Fig. 1) which leads
directly to a page listing all GO annotations for the gene, their
associated evidence codes and their associated references. For
an example of the information displayed, see Figure 2. Links to
the SGD and PubMed entries for each reference, as well as any
available full text journal links and/or web supplements are
also provided, as is the case with all reference displays in SGD.
The current number of SGD annotations to each of the three
ontologies (including and excluding those associated with the
IEA evidence code) are listed on the GO site (http://
www.geneontology.org). At SGD, a tab-delimited list of the
existing GO annotations for yeast genes can be obtained from
our
ftp
site:
ftp://genome-ftp.stanford.edu/pub/yeast/
data_dump/phenotype_go/.
Other existing data in the SGD Oracle database can now also
be found at our ftp site at ftp://genome-ftp.stanford.edu/pub/
yeast/data_dump/. The directories at this site are organized by
logical groupings of data within the database, and are available
at: http://genome-www4.stanford.edu/Saccharomyces/SGD/
doc/db_specifications.html.
As stated earlier, SGD GO annotations are an ongoing
process at SGD. It is through this and the continuing development of new resources and incorporation of new data that
SGD hopes to allow its users to uncover relationships
between gene products within S.cerevisiae and across species.
For a list of features added to SGD within the past year, please
visit our What’s New site at http://genome-www.stanford.edu/
Saccharomyces/whats_new00.html.
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